INSTITUTION HIGHLIGHTS:
1. World’s best-paid MBA grads hail from American universities: Survey: Hindustan Times
2. IIT-Kanpur to pave way for all campuses to have 14% girls: Times of India
3. No consensus, IIMs go their separate ways on the degree-diploma debate: Indian Express

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT: (Full Text Articles)
4. Determination of layer-dependent exciton binding energies in few-layer black phosphorus: AAAS
5. Quantum coherence–driven self-organized criticality and nonequilibrium light localization: AAAS

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY:
6. IIT Guwahati develops superhydrophobic coating that mimics lotus leaves or rose petals: The Hindu
7. Researchers Create a Protein 'Mat' That Can Soak Up Pollution: Science Daily
10. New Form of Electronic Matter Discovered: Science Daily
11. Laser-Heated Nanowires Produce Micro-Scale Nuclear Fusion: Science Daily

EDUCATION:
15. President Kovind asks IIT students to avail benefits of government schemes: Times of India
16. Central universities need more funds than tech, other institutes: Parliamentary panel: Hindustan Times
17. Professional courses like MBBS should be taught in Indian languages: Venkaiah Naidu: Indian Express

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL:
18. ‘Save country from ignorant economic policy-makers’: The Hindu
19. Mark Zuckerberg comes under fire from UK, US lawmakers: Times of India

LAW & JUDICIARY:
20. Judiciary is being muzzled: Ex-Supreme Court judge: Times of India
21. Aadhaar not mandatory for NEET: Supreme Court: The Hindu

BUSINESS & ECONOMY:
22. IFCI expects cash recovery to increase to Rs 1,200 crore this fiscal: Economic Times
23. 1,700 card, net banking-related frauds worth Rs 714.8 mn reported in 2017: Business Standard

EDITORIAL:
24. In a plastics world — on safe bottled water: The Hindu
25. India and Pakistan must put a lid on the present spat and work to improve ties: Hindustan Times

NORTH-EAST:
26. ‘Cancer treatment in NE to see significant change in 2-3 years’: Assam Tribune

ENVIRONMENT:
27. The sorry state of Earth's species, in numbers: Times of India

SPORTS:
28. Dinesh Karthik’s last-ball six sinks Bangladesh as India win Nidahas Trophy: Hindustan Times